USING A GAME-BASED PEDAGOGICAL FRAMEWORK TO PROMOTE PLAYFUL LEARNING (GB-PLAYFULL)

BRIEF DESCRIPTION:

Game-based learning is an authentic way for meeting multiple learning outcomes at all educational levels, since, irrespective of their age, students are intrinsically and extrinsically motivated to play games. Game-Based Pedagogies can hardly be defined at a single epistemological level.

Behaviorist, cognitivist, and socio-constructivist elements, or their combinations can be used for the design of a game, a game activity, or a general model of game-based learning. However, at an overarching level game-based pedagogies are those that promote playful learning, or otherwise learning that comes as a result of experiences that are enjoyable and worthwhile for their own sake.

Based on the above, the aim of this workshop is to propose an innovative Game-Based Learning Pedagogical Framework that teachers of all educational levels and fields could use to design games that promote playfulness (GB-PlayFULL). Thus, at a first level, we adopt four different game approaches (Educational games, Entertainment games, Learning by making games, Gamification) and present game design elements and teaching methods that teachers should take into account to achieve students’ playful engagement based on established cognitive, affective, motivational, and sociocultural foundations.

At a second level, the principles of our Game-Based Learning Pedagogical Framework (GB-PlayFULL) are used as a reference point for the design of a game prototype that teachers could use for learning how to design their own games.

FOCUS ON INNOVATIVE PEDAGOGIES:

With pedagogy being at the heart of teaching and learning, it is a constant challenge for the teacher to review and update methods and practices so that authentic learning can occur. To address the importance of innovative pedagogies, this workshop brings together experts from different disciplinary fields to work in, thorough, and about games as pedagogical tools.

By using a methodology-based pedagogical innovation (Game-Based Learning Pedagogical Framework, GB-PlayFULL), this workshop uses a design thinking approach to help participants develop insights and apply a collection of hands-on skills and competencies relative to game-design in their classes.
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AVAILABLE RESOURCES:


El juego del Arte (The game of Art): Exhibition Catalog. Curated by Manuel Fontán del Junco and Juan Bordes, it deals with the art of the artistic avant-gardes of the early 20th century and childhood, education and play. Published in 2019 by Fundación Juan March, Editorial de Arte y Ciencia. Webpage (with video included): https://www.march.es/es/madrid/exposiciones/juego-arte

The Eames: Charles and Ray were serious about the designing of objects—from the initial brainstorming of constraints to an item’s longevity through the decades—and simultaneously, they derived many of their design processes from toys. Webpage: https://www.eamesoffice.com/

Bruno Munari: Bruno Munari is considered "one of the greatest protagonists of art, industrial and graphic design of the 20th century". His contributions are fundamental in various fields of visual and non-visual expression and he stands out for his multifaceted research on themes such as movement, light, and the development of creativity and fantasy in childhood through play. Webpage: https://www.munart.org/

Juguetoría: JUGUETORÍA is a very particular toy factory that was founded in the fall of 2020 in Medialab Prado as a toy design and manufacturing laboratory in which we play to design and design to play. It is a project curated by Sara San Gregorio. Webpage: https://juguetoria.org/


Conferences / Communities:

- European Conference on Game-based Learning, https://www.academic-conferences.org/conference
- Serious Games Society, Games and Learning Alliance Conference, https://conf.seriousgamessociety.
- Digital Games Research Association (DIGRA), www.digra.org
- Teaching Games for Understanding organization http://www.tgfu.info/
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MEET THE FACILITATORS
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Manolis ADAMAKIS
Research Associate at National and Kapodistrian University of Athens, Academic Subject/Specialization: Sport Pedagogy and New Technologies in Physical Activity
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https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Manolis-Adamakis
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Associate Professor at Aix-Marseille University
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Assistant Professor at Universidad Autonoma de Madrid
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Lecturer and course director at IDEAL unit at DSV, Stockholm University,
Academic Subject/ Specialization: human-computer interaction
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